Federal Council eases coronavirus measures

Stabilisation phase begins on 31 May. Now applicable:

Reopened:
- Restaurants and bars
- Spas and thermal baths

Easing of restrictions for events
- In general up to 50 people

Easing of restrictions for sports and cultural activities
- Up to 50 people at amateur sports and cultural events. Public allowed at matches.

Quarantine no longer required for those vaccinated
- Applies for contact and travel quarantine

Easing of restrictions for private gatherings
- Indoors: up to 30 people
- Outdoors: up to 50 people

Public attendance (sports and cultural events), religious services
- Indoors: up to 100 people or ½ of venue capacity
- Outdoors: up to 300 people or ½ of venue capacity

No capacity restrictions for face-to-face teaching
- Prerequisite: approved testing plan. Applies for higher and adult education institutions

Easing of requirement to work from home
- Working from home a recommendation rather than requirement for companies that test regularly

Still applicable:
- Closed: clubs and discos
- Large-scale events banned (except pilot events)
- Recommendation: Get yourself tested!